
Quick Picks
White card stock
White card blank 5.5 x 4.25"
Generation Inx - Dg03
Generation Inx - Fu03
Generation Inx - Black
Stamp - 433845
Die - 433870
Die cutting machine
Eureka 101 tablet

Synergy Dies
Creative Harmony
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This is a simple but contemporary card project, using a combination of stamping, die cutting and watercolouring – 
classic Synergy DIE stuff in my book!

Project: True Gifts of Christmas

1.  Using the large die 'True gifts of 
Christmas', with the 'Ribbon' die 
tacked down in the centre – cut your 
outlines from white card stock in the 
one pass.

2.  Place you cuts into the Eureka 101, 
and secure with magnet.  Place your 
'True gifts of Christmas' wreath and 
ribbon stamps face down; position 
centrally within the die cut.

3.  Fold over the Eureka 101 clear 
door and fetch up your stamps, then 
ink up using the black ink pad.  Stamp 
away, and repeat, re-inking as 
necessary to get a clear and crisp 
finished image.

4.  Apply some watercolour ink to your 
Eureka 101 paint wells, I used Fuchsia 
FU03, but you can use anything water 
based in your stash.  Apply using your 
brush.  

If you don't have a Eureka 101 and 
brush, you can just place you inks in 
a substitute ink well, like a saucer, 
and use whatever brushes you 
have. 

5.  Paint away, remember – darker 
centres towards lighter edges for a 
nice effect on the petals.

6.  Cut your wreath into sections, as 
seen in the finished picture and 
using 3D foam pads stick the 
sections required to your card.

7.  Stamps your sentiment in black.  
I used my Eureka 101 and secured 
my project with the magnet 
provided, and repeated the 
stamping process already 
described.  This always ensures that 
I don't mess it up at the last hurdle.

8.  Finally, sit back and admire your 
creative harmony!
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